Wannagofast, LLC Technical Inspection, Helmet Acknowledgement, AND Waivers
You MUST have your motorcycle inspected and bring this COMPLETED form to tech inspection
Rider’s Name: ______________________________________________ Motorcycle Number __________________
Make: _____________________ Model: ____________________
_ Year:________ Color: _____________________

Take tech seriously! Your car will be subject to stresses unseen on the street. Any competent service center can
complete the items on this list. Or, if you are a capable mechanic yourself, then self-tech is permitted.
You must sign-off at the bottom!
GENERAL TECH

MOTORCYCLE SPECIFIC TECH
Rider Requirements:
Full leather suit covering torso, arms and legs (one
piece, or two piece zipping together at least 50%)
SNELL M2010 or newer full face helmet
Leather full finger gauntlet style gloves
Leather riding boots completely covering ankle

Engine:
Battery properly secured
No fluid leaks
Fluid lines are ok
All fluid sufficiently filled

Brakes:
Lines secured
Rotors ok (no cracks or warps)
No leaks
Sufficient pads
Body:
Body panels secured
All caps tight and secure

Motorcycle Requirements:
Front and rear axle bolts safety wired
Oil drain plug safety wired
Master link safety wired -OR- Siliconed
Metal chain guard
Steering stabilizer/damper
Spring return self closing throttle
Tethered lanyard style kill switch attached to rider

Wheels/Tires:
Sufficient speed rated tire
Sufficient tread (more than 2/32’s)
Good condition (no tears or cords showing)
No tire defects (flat spots, bubbles, etc.)
No wheel defects (bends, cracks, etc.)

NOT ALLOWED - √to acknowledge
Open face, motocross, or modular style helmets
Non-leather suits (i.e., Kevlar, nylon, etc.)
Drag slicks or bias/ply tires
Side saddles or sidecars
Additional rider (multiple riders per registered bike)

I acknowledge that this is a self-tech event; I have inspected the motorcycle and take full responsibility for
its condition on the track. I agree to the above information and that it is accurate and true.
Name (print): __________________________ Signature: _________________________ Date: _____________

HELMET ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I attest my helmet is a Snell certified ________________________ (model) ______________ (year) helmet. I accept any
risk related to the use of a helmet and release the organizer of this event, racetrack, owners, participants and
Wannagofast, LLC from any liability resulting from my decision to wear this or any helmet during the event.
Rider ________________________________________

Date _____________

THE BOTTOM LINE: FINAL SIGN-OFF

.

By signing this form I certify that a qualified mechanic has performed the above inspections and any deficiencies have
been corrected. I DO acknowledge that I am solely responsible for the condition and stability of this motorcycle and helmet
for use in this event. I release Wannagofast, LLC, and any Person involved with this event from any liability arising from
a failure of this motorcycle or helmet for any reason, including the failure of items listed on this form.
Rider ________________________________________
WWW.WANAGOFAST.COM

Date _____________
EMAIL: INFO@WANNAGOFAST.COM

